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Exposure to different varieties of English is increasing due to the globalization 

of society. At present, however, little is known about how teaching a particular variety 

of English can improve listeners' comprehension of second language (L2) English 

speech. Therefore, the goal of this study was to examine the effects of awareness-raising 

activities in two varieties of English on the L2 listeners' comprehension. 

The participants were 48 Japanese university students. They attended two sessions 

pertaining to the characteristics of the Korean variety of English and another two sessions 

about the Chinese variety. The tasks in these sessions included researching the unique 

characteristics of the varieties, reading an academic article detailing their linguistic 

characteristics, watching a short video clip showing examples of the varieties, and 

summarizing the findings. These activities were aimed at gaining collective knowledge and 

raising the participants' awareness about the unique characteristics of the target varieties. 

A pre- and post-test design was implemented in order to examine the effects of 

the activities. In the tests, the participants transcribed the speech samples of the Korean 

and Chinese varieties of English. The mean rates of correctly transcribed words were 

analyzed using paired-samples t-tests. The results showed that the rates of correctly 

transcribed words in the post-tests were significantly better than were those in the pre

test for both the Korean and the Chinese varieties of English. These results indicate 

that the awareness-raising activities on the characteristics of English varieties can help 

listeners to comprehend L2 English pronunciation. 
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1. Introduction

We are currently living in an increasingly multilingual world in which many 

languages exhibit complex interplays due to immigration, global travel, and diverse 

electronic communications (Beinhoff, 2014). In particular, English has become 

juxtaposed with other local or national languages, and has become a legitimate language 

in speech communities around the world (Bolton, 2012). The diverse nature and status 

of English have been explored as World Englishes (WEs)', English as an International 

Language, or English as a Lingua Franca. Therefore, English no longer belongs solely 

to users of English as their first language (LI; e.g., the USA), but belongs to anyone 

who uses it for functional purposes. Researchers have observed that communication 

among second language (L2) users occurs more often than it does between LI and L2 

users (Roessel et al., 2019), and that the former group vastly outnumbers the latter 

(Pennycook, 2020). Therefore, the determinants of successful communication among 

L2 users may not be limited to proficiency in so-called standard varieties of English 

( e.g., General American; Berns, 2020), and language education should reflect this 

change in the status of English by incorporating understanding, awareness, literacy, 

and competence in varieties of English and multicultural ways of thinking (e.g., Berns, 

2020; Matsuda, 2002; Tan et al., 2020). 

While there has been some research on factors that affect the speech processing 

of varieties from the outer and expanding circles (Orikasa, 2016), few attempts have 

been made in terms of the efficacy of instruction that enhances L2 listeners' processing 

of varieties of English (Kissling, 2018). Therefore, by focusing on two varieties of 

English, namely Chinese English and Korean English, the current study aims to 

examine the role of guided awareness-raising activities in developing Japanese students' 

listening comprehension. 

I. One of the early attempts to conceptualize the widespread use 01· English was Kachru's ( 1992) Three Concentric 

Circks Model that indicates the role of English in different countries. While the Inner Circle includes countries 

in which English serves as the first language (such as the US, Canada, the UK, Australia, and New Zealand), 

the Outer Circle represents the countries that have British colonial tics (India, Malaysia. Singapore, and Ghana) 

where English has been appointed as the second language and is widely used in social life or in the government 

sector. Finally, the Expanding Circle includes countries that have introduced English as a foreign language in

education and where it is Laught al schools and universities, mainly for the purpose of communicating in English 

(e.g., Turkey, Saudi Arabia, the Emirates, Japan. China, and Korea). 
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I.I Intelligibility and Factors that Affect Speech Processing

A fundamental goal of human communication is to develop mutual understanding 

regardless of the type of language used. In the context of English as a second language 

or as a foreign language (EFL), the listeners' judgment of speech intelligibility2 is 

often used as an indicator of successful communication in English (Derwing & Munro, 

1997), and the degree of the speakers' accent might influence intelligibility (Perez

Ram6n et al., 2020). Therefore, research on L2 speech has begun to explore effective 

means of instruction for decreasing the LI influence on pronunciation in order to 

deliver intelligible L2 speech. However, successful communication depends not only 

on speakers, but also on listeners. According to Field (2004), understanding input 

involves a complex interplay of top-down and bottom-up processing. The former draws 

mainly on the existing knowledge that is associated with the context and theme of the 

speech, while the latter requires the analysis of the identification of segmental and 

suprasegmental features to detect words and phrases in connected and/or ambiguous 

speech. Since top-down processing develops in tandem with proficiency levels, the 

speech comprehension of low proficiency learners, whose existing knowledge of 

context and language is limited, relies heavily on bottom-up processing (Vandergrift 

& Baker, 2015), suggesting the crucial role of bottom-up processing in the early stages 

of language acquisition. 

The accuracy of bottom-up processing appears to be influenced by (a) the 

linguistic distance between the hearers' Ll and the speakers' LI, and (b) familiarity 

with the phonological features of varieties of English. For example, while learners 

of English who share the same LI background as speakers tend to understand them 

well ("interlanguage speech intelligibility benefit"; Bent & Bradlow, 2003, p.1600), 

differences in L2 users' LI backgrounds may hamper successful communication. In 

Stibbard and Lee's (2006) study, Korean and Arabic listeners evaluated the English 

speech produced by Korean and Arabic speakers of English. Compared to the instances 

in which L2 users whose LI s were matched with those of listeners ( e.g., when Korean 

2. Following L2 speech research (Derwing & Munro, 1997), the current study operationalized intelligibility as 

the participants' accurate transcription of'the spoken stimuli. Such operationalization is different from that of 

several cited studies (Smith & Nelson, 1985), which measured intelligibility based on the participants' accurate 

responses to the comprehension questions. 
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listeners judged Korean speakers), significantly low intelligibility scores were found 

in cases in which the LI s of listeners and speakers were mismatched ( e.g., when 

Korean listeners judged Arabic speakers). A study by Orikasa (20 I 6) revealed that 

Japanese EFL listeners understood Korean varieties of English more accurately than 

they did US English, as well as Chinese and Vietnamese varieties of English. For 

example, compared to Chinese, Korean is said to be more similar to Japanese in terms 

oflinguistic features such as syntactical and phonological characteristics (Jeong et al., 

2007), and Korean and Japanese are often considered to be in close proximity to each 

other in terms of language typology (Chiswick & Miller, 2005). Therefore, the closer 

the linguistic distance between listeners' and speakers' LI s are, the easier it may be for 

listeners to comprehend the speech (see Hashimoto et al., 20 I 7, for a similar finding). 

In terms of familiarity, extensive literature on L2 speech has supported the positive 

effect of increased exposure to certain phonetic features (see Sakai & Moorman, 

2018, for the discrimination between the English /1/ and /J/) and explicit phonetic 

instruction (Kissling, 2018) on accurate sound detection. In the context of L2 listeners' 

comprehension ofL2 speech, while there is counter-evidence of the positive influence 

of simple familiarity on speech processing (Munro et al., 2006), a study by Matsuura 

(2007) revealed that, among Japanese EFL listeners (the focus of the current study) 

who had diverse individual profiles, those who had extensive exposure to varieties of 

English demonstrated a better understanding of Hong Kong English (see Johnson et 

al., 2018). Therefore, overall, the existing literature indicates that an effective way of 

improving listeners' understanding of varieties of English is to reinforce their bottom

up processing, which entails helping them to become more aware of and to understand 

the features of different varieties of English (that is, familiarization). 

1.2 The Relationship between Awareness and Instruction in L2 Learning 

L2 researchers consider learners' language awareness to be a multifaceted and 

crucial element in instructed language acquisition. For example, the Association for 

Language Awareness (2021) broadly defines language awareness as "explicit knowledge 

about language, and conscious perception and sensitivity in language learning, language 

teaching and language use" (paras. 1-2; also see Tulasiewicz, 2000), meaning that 

awareness encompasses understanding as well as sensitivity to a language. Existing 
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studies have indicated that language awareness is linked positively to instruction in a 

reciprocal manner: That is, (a) instruction would help to increase learners' awareness 

of the linguistic features of target languages (Couper, 2011; Kennedy & Trofimovich, 

201 O; Roehr & Ganem-Gutierrez, 2009), and (b) a high level of awareness can assist 

learners to benefit more from instruction in comparison to those who have a lower 

level of awareness (Kennedy et al., 2014 ). Therefore, effective instruction for raising 

language awareness has been explored based on the contribution of the interaction 

between awareness and instruction to improved language gains (Ramirez Verdugo, 

2006; Vandergrift & Goh, 2012). 

With regard to the teaching ofWEs, several attempts have been made to introduce 

different varieties of English in classrooms via instruction ( e.g., Corbett, 2003; McLean, 

2004; Oren et al., 2017; Rajani Na Ayuthaya & Sitthitikul, 2016; for giving instruction 

to L 1 users, see Derwing et al., 2002). These studies have used various activities, such 

as listening to dialogues between L2 users, watching videos that explain WEs, TED 

talks, news programs, documentaries presented by L2 users, teachers' explanations of 

vocabulary items used in different countries, and reading short articles that provide 

examples of a variety ofWEs (Lee, 2012). Scholars ofWEs have also pointed out the 

importance of learner-led instruction, which facilitates learners' self-regulated learning 

inside and outside of classrooms (Kiczkowiak, 2017; Passakomkarn & Vibulphol, 

2020), and promotes learners' awareness of various phonological features (Vandergrift 

& Goh, 2012). 

While these studies have suggested the positive influence of increased awareness 

on the acceptance ofWEs, the extent to which learners' awareness of the phonological 

features of varieties of English assists learners to improve their listening comprehension 

has not been empirically explored (see Tanewong, 2019). 

2. Motivation for the Current Study

Despite a pressing need for learners of English to become familiar with diverse 

English varieties, few attempts have been made to increase the acceptance and use of 

WEs in language classrooms (Passakornkarn & Vibulphol, 2020); this is particularly 

the case for learners in the expanding circle (such as Japan), where the primary medium 
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of learning English is formal language education (Orikasa, 2016). Moreover, to the 

best of our knowledge, no study has explored the efficacy of guided awareness-raising 

activities for improving learners' comprehension of different varieties of English. 

Therefore, by focusing on 48 EFL students as listeners, the current study aimed to 

examine whether and to what extent guided awareness-raising activities could assist 

learners to process L2 speech accurately. 

3. Methods

3.1 Participants 

The participants in this study were students who were enrolled in a mandatory 

freshman English course at a university located in the central Tokyo area. In total, 48 

students participated in the study; their ages ranged from 18 to 25 at the time of the 

data collection. One of them was a Korean student, and another was a Chinese student. 

The other 46 students were Japanese. The English proficiency levels of the participants 

were at the BI level on the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) for 

language learning. 

3.2 Data Collection 

A quasi-experimental design without a control group was employed in this 

study. The first author collected the data in his classes. The data collection schedule 

is summarized in Figure I. The pre-test was conducted in Week 3. The post-tests 

were administered on two separate occasions. The first post-test was only for the 

Korean variety, and was administered immediately after the participants had spent 

two I 00-minute lessons learning about the characteristics of the Korean variety in 

Week 5. The other post-test was conducted promptly after the two I 00-minute lessons 

spent learning the characteristics of the Chinese variety in Week 7. All the pre-tests 

and post-tests were administered in a quiet classroom. 

In the pre-tests for Korean and Chinese, six speech samples (recorded by three 

Korean and three Chinese speakers) were played in total. Each of these samples was 

played three times with an interval of20 seconds, and the speech samples were played 

in a random order. The participants listened and then wrote what they had heard word-
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by-word on a sheet of paper provided by the first author. fn the post-test for Korean, 

five speech samples by five Korean speakers were played. Each speech sample was 

played three times with a 20-second interval. The participants transcribed what they 

had heard in the same manner as in the pre-test. In the post-test for Chinese, the same 

procedures were repeated with the stimuli being provided by five Chinese speakers of 

English. All the stimuli were extracted from the monologues of Korean and Chinese 

learners of English available in the International Corpus Network of Asian Learners of 

English (ICNALE), collected by a research team (Ishikawa, 2014). The speech samples 

selected for this study were at the B2 level based on CEFR, a slightly higher level than 

that of the participants. The stimuli were edited to be one sentence long, which resulted 

in the lengths ranging from six to 14 seconds, or from 12 to 20 words. The mean lengths 

and word counts of the stimuli are summarized in Table I. The pre-test included three 

speech samples of the Korean variety and three of the Chinese variety. Each of the post

tests contained five speech samples of the Korean and Chinese varieties, respectively. 

The mean speech rate of the stimuli in the pre-test was 1.97 words per second, and 1.94 

and 1.99, respectively, in the post-tests for Korean and Chinese. 

Figure 1 Data Collection Schedule

Week 3 
Korean stimuli (11 � 3) 

Treatment Korean I 

Week 5 

Treatment Chinese I 

Week 7 

Pre-test 

Post-lest 

Korean stimuli (n = 5) 

Post-test 

Chinese stimuli (n = 5) 

Chinese stimuli (11 = 3) 

Treatment Korean 2 

Treatment Chinese 2 

�------�- ---- ------------------ - - --- ---
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Table I Mean Word Count and Lengths of Stimuli 

Pre-test (n � 3) Post-test (n � 5) 

Variety Word count Length (sec) Word count Length (sec) 

Korean 16.0 8.7 17.8 10.2 

Chinese 15.3 7.7 15.2 7.8 

3.3 Treatment Sessions 

There were two weeks of treatment sessions in this study, and each week contained 

two I 00-minute lessons, Treatment Korean I and 2 and Treatment Chinese l and 2, 

as shown in Figure 1. Treatment Korean began with a task in which the participants 

individually searched for information about the characteristics of Korean speakers' 

English in terms of grammar, pronunciation, vocabulary, and other aspects. After they 

had collected the information, they shared what they had found in their searches in 

groups, first with their group members and later in class, to obtain collective knowledge 

of the grammatical, phonological, and lexical characteristics of the Korean variety of 

English. They also read part of a chapter (Lee, 2001) that described the phonological 

characteristics of Korean speakers' English. Finally, they watched a short video clip 

that explained the variety of English spoken by Korean speakers and wrote sentences 

containing some of the Korean characteristics of pronunciation. Treatment Chinese 

began in the same manner, as the participants were required to collect information about 

the Chinese variety of English with regard to grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, and 

other aspects. They shared their collective knowledge about the Chinese variety, and 

read an article about Chinese speakers' use of English (Han, 2013) in a jigsaw reading 

task. In the jigsaw reading task, the article was divided into five parts; the individual 

participants read one part each, and reported on what they had read in their assigned 

parts in groups. The participants did not have extensive listening activities in either 

Treatment Korean or Treatment Chinese. More specifically, their exposure to authentic 

Korean and Chinese varieties of English was limited to the examples in the video clips 

because the main objective was for them to gain explicit or declarative knowledge about 

the Korean and Chinese varieties of English. 
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3.4 Analysis 

The participants' transcripts were used for the analysis. Following one of the most 

common approaches in L2 speech research (Derwing & Munro, 1997), the number 

of correctly transcribed words was divided by the total number of words and then 

multiplied by I 00 to calculate the score for the correctly transcribed words. Four sets 

of scores for correctly transcribed words were calculated in this way: three stimuli for 

the Korean and Chinese varieties in the pre-test, and five stimuli for the Korean and 

Chinese varieties in the post-tests. A paired-samples t-test was administered to examine 

whether there was a significant difference in the scores for the correctly transcribed 

words between the pre-test and post-tests, while Cohen's d was calculated to examine 

the effect size. 

4. Results

A paired-samples t-test was conducted to examine whether learning the 

characteristics of the Korean and Chinese varieties of English would increase the 

number of correctly transcribed words. The results of the paired-samples t-test are 

summarized in Table 2. The results showed that there was a statistically significant 

increase in the numbers of correctly transcribed words for the Korean variety from the 

pre-test (M = 32.71, SD = 11.77, range 14.81-63.89) to the post-test (M = 52.10, SD= 

13.28, range 27.08-75.91 ), t( 47) = 11.11, p < .001. The mean increase in the number 

of correctly transcribed words was 19.39, with a 95% confidence interval ranging from 

-22. 90 to -15 .88, and a large effect (Cohen's d = 1.55) according to a field-specific

guideline (Plonsky & Oswald, 2014). 

Table 2 Results of the Paired-Samples t-test (n = 48) 

95%CI 

Variety M SD SE Lo\ver Upper df p d 

Korean -19.39 12.09 1.75 -22.90 -15.88 -11.11 47 < .001 1.55 

Chinese -8.01 10.14 1.46 -10.95 -5.06 -5.47 47 < .001 0.81 
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Another test was conducted to examine the difference between the pre- and post

tests for the Chinese variety of English. The result revealed that there was a statistically 

significant improvement in the scores for the correctly transcribed words from the pre

test (M= 35.57, SD= 9.92, range 17.56-59.52) to the post-test (M = 43.58, SD= 9.92, 

range 19.77-76.04), t(47) = -5.45, p < .001. The mean increase was 8.01 with a 95% 

confidence interval ranging from -I 0.95 to -5.06, and a medium-to-large effect size 

(Cohen's d = 0.81 ). The results showed that, after expanding their knowledge about the 

characteristics of Korean and Chinese varieties, the learners transcribed the respective 

varieties significantly more accurately despite not having had extensive exposure to 

auditory input of the varieties. 

5. Discussion

This study examined the role of awareness-raising activities in Japanese university 

students' listening comprehension of WE varieties of English during a 14-week 

university course. During the sessions, 48 Japanese university students were engaged 

in pedagogical activities such as group discussions of typical features of English speech 

produced by Chinese and Korean speakers of English. The results revealed that the 

Japanese university students' comprehension of Chinese and Korean L2 English speech 

improved significantly after participating in these activities, suggesting that the guided 

awareness-raising activities might have impacted on their ability to transcribe L2 

English speech accurately. 

The Japanese university students comprehended both Chinese and Korean L2 

English significantly better after participating in guided awareness-raising activities. 

This result extends the findings of previous studies that demonstrated a positive impact 

of teacher-directed pronunciation instruction on the development of L2 listening 

comprehension skills (Derwing et al., 2002; Kissling, 2018). In the current study, the 

students learned the speech characteristics of Chinese and Korean varieties of English 

through guided self- and peer-activities. The students explored the typical segmental 

and suprasegmental features of the two target varieties of English, which may have 

increased their awareness of Chinese- and Korean-accented English pronunciation. 

Such knowledge and awareness may have been particularly useful for them with 
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regard to segmenting speech and identifying LI-accented sounds (Derwing et al., 2002; 

Kissling, 2018; Vandergrift & Baker, 2015). Thus, learning the typical segmental and 

suprasegmental features of Chinese and Korean English pronunciation might have had 

a positive effect on the comprehension of the respective varieties of English. 

ln addition, the improved accuracy in the transcription task could be attributed to 

the Japanese university students' increased familiarity with the Chinese and Korean 

varieties of English as a result of the guided awareness-raising activities. It is well 

known that accented L2 pronunciations, particularly words pronounced with unfamiliar 

accents, are difficult for people to understand (Ockey & French, 2016 ), probably 

because the realized pronunciation may not exist in the internalized L2 sound system of 

the listener (Johnson et al., 2018). Therefore, increasing students' exposure to a certain 

accent can help them to become familiar with it and to understand the variety better 

(Derwing et al., 2002; Gass & Varonis, 1984). Furthermore, not only can becoming 

familiar with a particular accent be beneficial for listeners in terms of comprehending 

L2 speech, being exposed to different varieties of accent can also be helpful (Matsuura, 

2007). Therefore, a tentative conclusion emerging from the current dataset is that 

targeted awareness-raising activities pertaining to the typical speech characteristics of 

specific varieties of English might be helpful for enhancing the listening comprehension 

of a particular variety. 

Although it was not the main focus of this study, with regard to the differences 

between the two target varieties of English, the Japanese university students 

comprehended the Korean variety of English better than they did the Chinese variety, as 

shown by the large (d = 1.55) and medium-to-large (d = .81) effect sizes, respectively. 

This is in line with previous studies showing that L 1 Japanese listeners comprehended 

L2 English speakers of Korean better than they did L2 English speakers of Chinese 

(Hashimoto et al., 2017; Orikasa, 2016). For example, Orikasa (2016) found that, 

when listening to eight speakers from China, South Korea, Vietnam, and the US, LI 

Japanese listeners evaluated Chinese-accented English as the easiest to understand, 

but understood the Korean-accented speaker most accurately. Thus, for LI Japanese 

listeners, Korean-accented English may be more intelligible than Chinese-accented 

English. In addition, the difference between the two varieties of English could also be 

attributed to a methodological difference. For the Korean variety, the university students 
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had a two-week interval between the pre- and post-tests, whereas there was a four-week 

interval for the Chinese variety. Thus, the transcription scores for the Korean variety of 

English may have been higher than they were for the Chinese variety of English due 

to the shorter interval between the pre- and post-tests. 

6. Implications, Limitations, and Future Directions

While some language teachers and learners may wish to understand so-called 

native-like pronunciation (Timmis, 2002; Tsunemoto et al., 2020; Uchida & Sugimoto, 

2020), there is no doubt that it is beneficial and important to understand not only Ll 

English but also varieties of English from the outer and expanding circles in order to 

succeed in L2 communication. ln fact, in the globalized world, there are increasing 

business opportunities for Japanese people to communicate with people from non

Western countries, such as China and Korea, using English as a Lingua Franca (Mizuta, 

2009). Against this backdrop, since the Japanese university students in this study 

became more accurate in comprehending both Chinese and Korean varieties of English 

after learning the typical characteristics of these varieties, language instructors are 

encouraged to provide opportunities for students to become familiar with the varieties 

of English they may encounter outside of the classroom. 

Several limitations of this study need to be addressed. First, the participants came 

from intact classes and, in order to ensure equal learning opportunities for all the 

students, it was not possible to have a control group. However, to investigate whether 

the awareness-raising activities alone facilitated learning, future research should 

introduce a control and/or a comparison group, and should examine the between

group differences in terms of the learning outcomes. Second, Chinese and Korean 

varieties of English were targeted because they were among the pronunciations of 

those with whom the participants were likely to interact most frequently. However, 

to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the effect of awareness-raising 

activities on listening comprehension, it is important to recruit speakers from more 

diverse language backgrounds in future work. Finally, although transcription tasks can 

effectively explore the bottom-up listening skill of L2 learners (Kissling, 2018), it is 

unclear whether the effect of the guided awareness-raising activities would translate 
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in.to extemporaneous speech in such a way that the university students would be able 

to understand L2 users in L2 interactions. Thus, it is recommended that the effects of 

awareness-raising activities on improved listening comprehension skills be examined 

using both controlled and extemporaneous speech tasks. 
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